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Abstract. Current eCommerce is still mainly characterized by the trading of commodity goods. Many industries oﬀer complex compositions
of goods based on customers’ speciﬁcations. This is facilitated by a
component-based description of goods, supported by a variety of product
classiﬁcation schemes, e.g., UNSPSC and eCl@ss. These focus on physical goods – wrongly referred to as products – rather than on services.
Services are intangible products, for instance insurances, transportation,
network connectivity, events hosting, entertainment or energy supply.
Due to major diﬀerences between goods and services, product classiﬁcation schemes cannot support automated service scenarios, such as a
customer who wishes to deﬁne and buy a set of independent services,
possibly supplied by multiple suppliers, via one website. To enable such
eCommerce scenarios for services, a service ontology is required that supports a component-based structure of services. Deﬁning a set of services
is then reduced to a conﬁguration task, as studied in the knowledge management literature. In this paper we use a case study from the Norwegian
energy sector to describe how a component-based ontological description
of services facilitates the automated design of a set of services, a so called
service bundle.

1

Introduction

Although some e-business initiatives have failed, the massive diﬀusion of the
Internet still opens up many new opportunities for businesses, such as in the
ﬁeld of online service provisioning. So far, the Internet has mainly been used
as a channel for selling physical goods. It is for instance quite common that
customers can conﬁgure a complex good (e.g. a PC) out of more elementary
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components and order such a good online. Examples can be found on websites
of market leaders such as Dell and Cisco. Such an eCommerce scenario requires a
component-based ontology of goods, speciﬁcally suited for classiﬁcation (to allow
customers to ﬁnd goods) and conﬁguration (to facilitate in composing complex
goods). Examples of such supporting ontologies are UNSPSC [3] and eCl@ss [2].
Unlike physical goods, services are not supported well by these ontologies
due to major diﬀerences between services and goods: their intangible nature (vs.
tangible goods), customer involvement in the production process of services (vs.
standard, oﬀ the shelf goods), diﬃculties in ensuring standard quality levels due
to the important role of employees in the service process, and more [19].
However, from an economical perspective, services grow more and more in
importance [4], and will be oﬀered and deployed via the Internet increasingly. It
is therefore important to extend current goods-biased classiﬁcation and conﬁguration ontologies with a service perspective. This paper proposes an ontological
foundation for service conﬁguration.
It is important to understand that our interpretation of the term service
stems from business science, a community that has been researching the notion
of services extensively already for decennia [15, 12, 23, 19, 21, 16, 8]. So, we do not
take web-services publications such as [22] as our starting point; web-services
take hardly a commercial/business value perspective on services, a perspective
that is needed by customers and suppliers to conﬁgure valuable, complex services.
Based on service marketing and service management literature we have created a generic service ontology that describes services both from a supply-driven
and demand-oriented perspective. We combine our business-driven conceptualization of the service sector with knowledge management research, speciﬁcally
work on conﬁguration task ontologies [13]. As a result, by using our service ontology as well as already existing conﬁguration ontologies we can conﬁgure complex
services (called a service bundle) out of more elementary services, possibly offered by multiple suppliers.
In the remainder of this paper we explain how the service conﬁguration process takes place, and how it is facilitated by a service ontology. We demonstrate
how we put our theory into practice by presenting a case study from the energy
sector. We ﬁrst present in Section 2 a top-level description of our service ontology, followed by an explanation of service terminology that underlies our work
(Section 3). Subsequently, in Section 4 we explain how services can be described
as components. Then, in Section 5 we introduce our case study domain, the
electricity market, and we analyze potential service bundles in this market using
our conﬁguration-biased service ontology. Finally, in Section 6 we present our
conclusions.

2

Service Ontology

Using the service management and marketing literature as a starting point,
we have developed in earlier work a generic component-based service ontology
[7, 6]. The ontology incorporates both a customer perspective and a supplier per-
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spective on services, and it includes unique characteristics of services (compared
to goods), e.g., the intangible nature of services. It allows customers to conﬁgure
compound services, based on their speciﬁc requirements and expectations.

Fig. 1. Three top-level ontological distinctions to be made in a generic service ontology:
the customer-value perspective, the supply-side perspective, and the joint operationalization of these viewpoints in terms of the actual service production process

On a high level of abstraction, a service ontology must embody three interrelated top-level perspectives: service value, service oﬀering and service process
(see Figure 1). The service value perspective describes the service from a customer’s point of view in terms of a customer’s needs and demands, his quality
descriptors and his acceptable sacriﬁce, in return for obtaining the service (including price, but also intangible costs such as inconvenience costs and access
time). The service oﬀering perspective describes a service from a supplier’s perspective; it provides a hierarchy of service components (service elements) and
outcomes, as they are actually delivered by the service provider in order to satisfy customers’ needs. The service process perspective describes how the service
oﬀering is put into operation (the operationalization relation in Figure 1) in
terms of business processes that can be modeled using existing technologies as
ebXML [1], WSFL [17] or BPEL [5]. Customers often take active part in the
service production process (the participation relation in Figure 1).
Service conﬁguration, or serviguration, is the process of deﬁning sets of service elements (a supply-side description of services, part of the service oﬀering
perspective), that satisfy the customer description of his desired service (service
value perspective). Serviguration can be split into two sub-processes: (1) transformation process between a customer description of the requested service and
a supplier terminology for describing the service; and (2) deﬁning zero or more
sets of service elements that satisfy this supplier description of the requested service(s), and thus also the customer description of his requested service(s). This
paper focuses on the second sub-process of the serviguration process: a task of
conﬁguring elementary services into a complex service bundle. It is important to
understand that elements of the service oﬀering perspective – which we model
– cannot be modeled using business process modeling techniques, as the essence
of value-oriented models is diﬀerent from that of business process models. For
a thorough explanation see [11]. Our work includes also the ﬁrst sub-process of
the serviguration process, a mapping task between customer requirements and
available services. However, due to scope limitations, we do not discuss it in the
present paper.
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Service Terminology

In this section, we brieﬂy review the core ontological concepts in our service
ontology. For a more detailed discussion see [7, 6].
Service element represents what a supplier oﬀers to its customers, in supplier terminology. It is what the business literature deﬁnes as service, a business
activity (performance) of mostly intangible nature. A service element can be a
composite concept; it can be decomposed to smaller service elements, as long as
the smaller service elements can be oﬀered to customers separately or by diﬀerent suppliers. The business science literature discusses the notions core service,
supporting service and enhancing service. A core service represents the reason
for the supplier’s presence on the market. For example, the core service of an
insurance company is providing insurances; the core service of an airline is providing transportation. Supporting services are needed in order to enable the
core service consumption. In the absence of these services, the core service consumption is no longer possible. For example room cleaning services in hotels.
Enhancing services are often considered to be the elements of the service that
deﬁne it and make it competitive. They increase the value of the service, or
diﬀerentiate it from those of competitors [12]; the core service can nevertheless
be consumed without them. An example is providing credit card holders with a
“free” travel insurance. Neither supporting services nor enhancing services are
oﬀered independently of a core service. We adopt a customer-oriented deﬁnition
of core service: a core service is not a main service that a supplier sells, but
rather a main service a customer is interested in. For example, when a customer
buys an airline ticket with a travel insurance, his core service is transportation,
rather than insurance. However, from the insurance company’s perspective, the
travel insurance is a core service, since this is a core activity of that company.
Resource is either a pre-requisite for the provisioning of some service element, or the outcome (result) of a service element. We call resources service
inputs or service outcomes. A resource may be the outcome of some service element, as well as the input of another service element. Very often the outcomes of
a service reﬂect the customer beneﬁts from a service. Resources may be of several
types: physical goods (sometimes deﬁned as ‘those things that can be dropped
on the ﬂoor’), human resources, monetary resources, information resources (e.g.,
customer information or a weather report service), capability resources (the ability to do something, which is of value to some actor, e.g., the ability to connect
to the Internet 24x7), experience resources (e.g., an added value of going to
Euro Disney is having fun) and State-change resource. The latter type requires
an explanation. Services are “activities... of bringing about a desired change in
– or on behalf of – the recipient of the service” [19]. Sometimes the change can
be related to a property of some resource (e.g., a car’s state changes in a car
repair service), whereas in other services the subject of the state-change is not
a resource, e.g., a passenger taking a ﬂight undergoes a state change. In such
cases the customer value of a service is a change of state: the customer was in
Amsterdam, and now he is in Sydney. He pays for this change of state.
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Service bundle is a set of one or more service elements that are oﬀered
together, possibly by more than one supplier. The service elements need not
be related to each other; however, there will always be some logic behind the
decision to bundle services. Services may be bundled because they depend on
each other, to make better use of existing resources, for marketing goals, because
legislation requires it and more.

4

Conﬁguration of Services

Using the above terminology, we can describe services and service bundles in a
similar way to how components and conﬁgurations are described in the knowledge systems literature. In particular, conﬁguration is a constructive task, based
on the availability of a set of predeﬁned components, connections, and associated parameters and constraints [20, 18, 13]. We will describe service elements as
components, so that a conﬁguration process can create service bundles. Our discussion can be split into two parts: describing service elements (elementary and
complex) and describing constraints on connections between service elements.
4.1

Service Element

Components, as described in the knowledge engineering literature [13, 18, 9, 10],
have ports, constraints and properties. We claim that the component-based nature is inherent to services. As such, we can identify ports, constraints and
properties for service elements.
Ports. Every service element has ports of two types: input ports and outcome
ports. The provisioning of a service element requires core resources, and results
in the availability of other resources. A port indicates a certain resource that is
either a pre-requisite for carrying out this service element (input port), or the
result of carrying out this service element (outcome port). A service element
cannot be provisioned if not all required inputs are available; it results in the
availability of all outcome resources. The set of all input ports, respectively all
outcome ports of a service element form the element’s input interface, respectively outcome interface.
Constraints. We distinguish between constraints that are internal to some service element (e.g., constraints on associated resources) and constraints on the
relationships between service elements. The latter type is referred to as functions
(see Section 4.3).
We can also identify properties of service elements. Some properties are
generic (e.g., quality, productivity, sacriﬁce), whereas others are domain-speciﬁc.
We found that all service properties can be described as resource properties as
well. Hence, the properties of a service are expressed as the properties of its
associated resources. The concept service element is visualized in Figure 2.
4.2

Service Bundle

A service bundle is a complex service element, that includes one or more (possibly
complex) service elements. Hence, a service bundle has an input interface and
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Fig. 3. Service bundles

an outcome interface. The input interface, respectively outcome interface of a
service bundle, are identical to the union of the input interfaces, respectively
outcome interfaces, of all service elements included in a service bundle. Two
deviations from this rule exist:
(1) when resources have the sharability property, they may be consumed after
they had already been consumed. For example a pricing model is a static information resource that can be used multiple times and still be available.
(2) when resources have the compositeness property, multiple resources of the
same type may be modeled as one resource. For instance, when two service elements are bundled, and both require a payment input, these two inputs can
be composed into one payment resource. Very often the price in case of such
bundling is lower than the sum of both prices.
The input interface of a service bundle must provide all inputs of all service
elements that are part of this bundle, unless they are provided internally (one
service element may produce an outcome that is consumed as an input by a
diﬀerent service element). Examples of service bundles are shown in Figure 3.
Links between ports mean that one port uses a resources that another port
provides.
4.3

Functions

Function is a relationship that deﬁnes dependencies between two service elements. It represents a constraint on how these service elements may or may not
be bundled, rather than on the service elements themselves. A function is a formula that receives two arguments of type ‘service element’ (A - the dependee,
and B - the dependent), and produces as output a set of possible conﬁgurations
of these two inputs. We deﬁned the following functions (with A, B as service
elements) based on business science literature [12, 14, 15, 19] and on case studies:
1. Core/enhancing (A, B): B is an enhancing service of A (and thus A is a
core service of B). Hence service A is a main service a customer is interested
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in, whereas service B: (1) is not required for the provisioning of service A;
and (2) adds value to A; and (3) is an optional service element, next to A;
and (4) is not oﬀered independently. If a customer wishes to consume service
element A, he is presented with the option to consume also B, but he is not
obliged to consume B.
Notation: A →enh B
Output: {A},{A,B}
2. Core/supporting (A, B): B is a supporting service of A (and thus A is the
core service of B). In business terms it means that A cannot be provisioned
without B and that B is not oﬀered independently. Very often B will not
present value as such for customers (e.g., billing services), but yet it must be
provided to enable the provisioning of A. If a customer wishes to buy service
A, he is obliged to consume service B as well.
Notation: A →supp B
Output: {A,B}
3. Bundled (A, B): If a customer wishes to buy service element A, he is
obliged to buy also B. This is similar to the Core/supporting function. However, in this case B may be oﬀered independently, and the reason for the
obligatory consumption of B is diﬀerent. In the case of bundled services, the
bundling is required due to some business logic, such as cost eﬃciency reasons, marketing reasons, legislation and more.
Notation: A →bund B
Output: {A,B}
4. OptionalBundle (A, B): Two services A and B are oﬀered separately,
but also as an optional combination (bundle). In most cases, the bundling
of two such service elements presents added value to the supplier (e.g.,
lower operational costs) as well as to the customer (lower price). Unlike
the core/enhancing function, in the optional bundle case service B can also
be oﬀered independently of service A.
Notation: A →optBund B
Output: {A},{A,B}
5. Substitute (A, B): The beneﬁts presented by A (in terms of service outcomes) to a customer are also presented by B (but B possibly oﬀers more
beneﬁts). B can therefore be bought instead of A; customers can choose
which one of them they prefer.
Notation: A →subst B
Output: {A},{B}
6. Excluding (A, B): If service element A is consumed, service element B
may not be consumed, for example due to business reasons (A and B are
competing services, and the supplier does not want to provide them together)
or legislation that prohibits selling both services together.
Notation: A →excl B
Output: {A}
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Case Study: Bundling Electricity Supply
with Other Services
Diﬀerentiation of the Electricity Product in Norway

Electricity becomes more and more a commodity product. Competing suppliers
are oﬀering electricity to end-customers but the price per kWh is (nearly) the
same. Additionally, it is delivered according to the same standard and consumed
through the same electricity socket in a customer’s home.
As a result, it is for electricity suppliers hard to compete with each other.
Consequently, many suppliers are seeking for ways to diﬀerentiate their product.
One way to do so is to add complementary and additional services such as
Internet access and home comfort management. In many cases, suppliers can
use existing infrastructure and/or available business processes to deploy such
extra services, so bundling these services can be done with relatively modest
eﬀort. The study presented in the next sections utilizes and exempliﬁes our
service ontology as well as existing work on conﬁguration theory from AI, using
a project we carried out for an electricity supplier in Trondheim, Norway. First,
we elicit elementary service elements, their outcomes and inputs, constraints
and functions. Knowing these elements, we conﬁgure bundles of service elements
and outcomes, in eﬀect various combinations of the outcome ‘electricity’ with
additional outcomes.
5.2

Energy Service Elements

Multiple suppliers oﬀer a variety of services that can be bundled with electricity
supply in the energy sector. Some of the services are required in order to make
possible the supply of electricity, while others add value or help suppliers diﬀerentiate themselves in this market. We identify the following service elements:
– Electricity supply; the selling of electricity to end-consumers.
– Electricity transmission to end-consumers. The Norwegian law forbids
electricity supply and transmission to be done by the same company.
– Heat pump uses electricity for space heating. It provides maintained comfort with less use of electricity.
– Energy control system enables controlling the temperature and switching
appliances on/oﬀ. It gives the customer the possibility to reduce electricity
consumption and maintain a comfortable temperature.
– Broadband (Internet) access is oﬀered in a limited geographic area.
– Hot water for room heating and tap water requires some technical infrastructure that is available in certain regions only. It provides the same
functionality as heating water with electricity, but for a lower price.
– Remote control: web-based control of home appliances.
– Contracting. Many services require a contracting service element. However,
the description of most services (in our case study) is quite diﬀerent from
that of electricity supply and transmission. Hence, we model three contracting service elements: electricity supply contracting, electricity transmission
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contracting, and a generic contracting service element that all other services
can use.
– Billing is also a service element that many other services require; it always
requires some information about the contract, and results in an invoice. We
model one generic billing service element.
We identiﬁed and modeled more services, e.g., ASP-services, safety check of electrical installations and more, but we do not discuss them further for the sake of
brevity. In the remainder of this section we present two detailed examples of how
service elements can be modeled as components. Figure 4 shows visualizations
of two more such service elements.

Fig. 4. Service elements: electricity supply, energy control system and contracting

Service Element: Broadband Access
Broadband Internet access is oﬀered as an independent service (not necessarily
bundled with electricity supply). The service is provided in a limited geographic
region, where the required infrastructure is available.
Service Inputs:
Payment. Type: Monetary resource. Compositeness: Formula (when bundling
two or more services, their payment inputs can be composed into one payment
resource, based on a pricing-formula of the supplier).
Customer Information. Information about the customer, such as type of customer (household or industrial), name and address, postcode (to verify the geographic constraint of this service). Type: Information resource.
Service Outcomes:
Pricing Model. Type: Information resource. State: The chosen product for
broadband access. Possible alternatives are basic, regular etc, implying diﬀering
download/upload speeds. Sharability: Inﬁnite (The pricing model is determined
in this service element, and then serves as input for the contracting and billing
service elements. Being a static information resource, it can be consumed an
inﬁnite number of times).
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Broadband Internet. Type: Capability resource. State: Available. Productivity: 256/128 kbps (download/upload), 512/128 kbps or 704/256 kbps. Medium:
wireless OR ﬁber optics.
Service Element: Billing
Billing is a generic supporting service element; it is required to enable the consumption of several other service elements.
Service Inputs:
Pricing Model: Type: Information resource. State: Deﬁned per service element.
Customer Information: Data about the consumption for the speciﬁed customer. Type: Information resource.
Service Outcomes:
Invoice: Type: Monetary resource. Productivity: Frequency of invoices (monthly,
four times a year, yearly).
The above description of service elements is a generalization. In reality, when
we model these service elements, we have multiple broadband access service elements, multiple electricity supply service elements etc, with varying values for
the same resource properties. For example, instances of the broadband access
service element exist with diﬀering quality levels: basic, regular or luxurious.

Fig. 5. Constraints on bundling services in the energy sector

5.3

Functions: Constraints on Service Bundling

Having modeled service elements in the energy sector, we can now look at dependencies between service elements. These are formulated in terms of the func-
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tions presented in Section 4.3. Together with domain experts we created a matrix of service elements, and every slot in the matrix represents the value of a
function between two service elements. We use the following abbreviations: CS
(Core/supporting), OB (Optional bundle), SU (Substitute), BU (Bundled). The
notation ‘-’ means that there is no function between the two associated service
elements. This matrix is presented in Figure 5. It has to be read as follows:
every slot deﬁnes a function Function(row, column). In other words, service elements in the rows are the ﬁrst argument of a function, and service elements in a
column are the second argument of a function. For example: service element electricity transmission has an optionalBundle function with electricity supply and
a core/supporting function with the service elements billing and contract electricity transmission. Multiple service elements naturally have a core/supporting
function with billing and with contracting. Deﬁning the set of functions (see Section 4.3) is a conceptual modeling task, mostly based on existing business science
research. Instantiating the model as done in Figure 5, on the other hand, is done
by mapping domain knowledge into the structures of our service ontology.
5.4

Conﬁguring Service Bundles in the Electricity Market

A main reason behind our study of service bundles in the energy sector is to
develop oﬀerings so that our case study partner can diﬀerentiate herself from
competitors. The same methodology can also be used to oﬀer customers the
possibility to deﬁne a set of services that they are interested in. In this section
we analyze how services can be bundled in a scenario in which a customer is
interested in electricity, as well as in broadband Internet. Similar scenarios can
be created for any of the other service elements we modeled.
The input for the conﬁguration process includes three parts:
1. A set of all available service elements, including their associated resources.
2. A set of all functions between any pair of service elements (see Figure 5).
3. A set of initial requirements. In our scenario we require the service outcomes
electricity and broadband Internet. Deriving these requirements, based on
a modeling of customer requirements, is facilitated by a mapping between
concepts of two perspectives in our ontology: the service value perspective
and the service oﬀering perspective. As mentioned before, this process is not
discussed in the present paper due to scope limitations.
The service outcomes ‘electricity’ and ‘broadband Internet’ are the results of
service elements ‘electricity supply’ and ‘broadband access’ respectively. Consequently we would like to create a service bundle with these service elements.
Electricity supply has the following functions:
electricity_supply →supp contract_electricity_supply
electricity_supply →supp billing
electricity_supply →supp electricity_transmission
electricity_supply →optBund heat_pump
electricity_supply →optBund energy_control_system
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electricity_supply →optBund broadband_access
electricity_supply →optBund hot_water
electricity_supply →optBund remote_control
Consequently, any service bundle for electricity supply needs to include also
instances of the service elements contract electricity supply, billing and electricity transmission, and possibly – but not necessarily – any combination of the
following service elements: heat pump, energy control system, broadband access,
hot water and remote control.
Broadband access has the following functions:
broadband_access →supp billing
broadband_access →supp contracting
broadband_access →optBund electricity_supply
Consequently, any service bundle for broadband access needs to include also
instances of the service elements billing and contracting, and possibly electricity supply. However, since electricity supply is already part of our bundle, this
function adds no new possibilities. Next, for every service element that we add
to the bundle due to one of the above functions, we have to check recursively
whether the functions of that service element pose new restrictions or add new
possibilities. These service elements are: contract electricity supply, billing, electricity transmission and contracting. Three of them (contract electricity supply,
billing, contracting) have no functions. But electricity transmission does:
electricity_transmission →optBund electricity_supply
electricity_transmission →supp contract_electricity_transmission
electricity_transmission →supp billing
The ﬁrst function need not be addressed, since electricity supply already is
part of our bundle. Both other functions are of type core/supporting, so their
second arguments (contract electricity transmission and billing) must be added
to any bundle. Since these two service elements have no functions, the recursive
check of functions terminates, unless we also consider service elements that have
an optionalBundle function with electricity supply. The result of this process is
that any service bundle that satisﬁes the above mentioned requirements must
include instances of the following nine service elements: (1) one instance of electricity supply; (2) one instance of contract electricity supply; (3) one instance
of electricity transmission; (4) one instance of contract electricity transmission;
(5) one instance of broadband access; (6) three instances of billing (for electricity supply, for electricity transmission and for broadband access); and (7) one
instance of contracting.
Assuming that multiple instances exist for all these services (diﬀering in quality levels or in other properties), the conﬁguration process will result in a set of
possible service bundles. Any such service bundle needs to include nine service
elements as mentioned. An example for such a service bundle is presented in
Figure 6. For clarity, we did not model how input/outcome interfaces provide
the required resources to all service elements. Instead, we modeled only the three
most important resources: the service input payment and the service outcomes
electricity and broadband Internet. As can be seen, the resource electricity in a
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Fig. 6. A service bundle with electricity supply and broadband Internet access

certain quantity and in state sold is a service outcome of the service element
electricity supply, as well as a service input of the service element electricity
transmission. Subsequently, it is also a service outcome of the service element
electricity transmission (and of the whole bundle), with state transmitted.
However, more possible service bundles exits. Instances of any of the optionally
bundled service elements may be added to the bundle. This would require recursively adding service elements that may be required by the functions of any
optional service element. For example, the service element hot water would require another instance of the service element contracting, and another instance
of the service element billing. It is important to understand that Figure 6 is not
a visualization of business processes, but a supplier description of oﬀered services. These will be realized by business processes. There is no 1-on-1 mapping
between service elements and business processes.

6

Conclusions

Services have traditionally been subject to research in business science. Discussions about services, as can be found in the business literature, are characterized
by the use of natural language, which is not suitable for automated support of
services. Business knowledge needs to be conceptualized and formalized as a ﬁrst
step towards online oﬀering of complex service scenarios. However, scenarios in
which a variety of services is oﬀered by multiple suppliers require more than a
formal description of business knowledge. For software to deﬁne sets of independent services, it is necessary to describe formally business knowledge on (1) what
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services are; and (2) under which circumstances services may be sold together.
In other words, services need to be described as components, and their interdependencies as constraints. Our service ontology supports these two necessities
through a formal conceptualization of business knowledge, based on structures
from the knowledge management literature.
In this paper we have presented examples of modeling services from the
energy sector, as part of a large-scale analysis of this sector. Based on our
component-based description of services in the case study at hand, it seems
possible to have software that conﬁgures service bundles that satisfy customer
criteria. Currently, we are building in the EC-IST funded project OBELIX a
tool that (1) allows modeling of elementary service elements and supporting
constructs, and (2) conﬁgures service bundles using these elements as well as
customer requirements.
The case study we have presented in this paper is part of a larger case
study in the energy sector, in which we use other ontologies as well. We also
investigated how the subjective customer description of services can be mapped
into an objective supplier description of services; we then combined that process
with the conﬁguration of services. Among the results were new insights into the
possible service bundles that are commercially viable for service suppliers, as well
as feasible in the sense of interdependencies between services. Hence, our service
ontology can be used not only for a customer-triggered process of conﬁguring
services, but also for an analysis of possible business scenarios.
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